
Höfe am Südstern
Kreuzberg Mix
—
Hasenheide 54 | 10967 Berlin

Humboldt Substation
Inspired by the Marienburg
—
Kopenhagener Straße 58 – 63 | 10437 Berlin 

Groterjan Brewery and Villa
Malt Beer and Art Nouveau
—
Milastraße 1 – 4
—

  Villa Rodizio | www.villa-rodizio.de
(opens in the early evening, closed Mon.)
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Site on the “Berlin Route of Industrial Heritage”

2
   

Other sites of significance for industrial heritage

   Food and drink at sites along the route

 i     Tourist information

      
S-Bahn station / U-Bahn station 

           Cycling permitted

           Bicycles must be pushed

KulturBrauerei (former 
Schultheiss brewery) 
Icon of the Beer Metropolis
—
Schönhauser Allee 36 | 10435 Berlin
www.kulturbrauerei.de
—

  Frannz-Ausschank | www.frannz.eu 

Schönhauser Allee  
Elevated Railway
From Municipal Umbrella to Viaduct
—
from the “Schönhauser Allee” U-Bahn station 
to the “Eberswalder Straße” U-Bahn station
—

  Konnopke’s Imbiss 
www.konnopke-imbiss.de/de
(closed Sun.)

   

Pfefferberg Brewery
Bavarian Beer in Prussia
—
Schönhauser Allee 176 | 10119 Berlin
www.pfefferberg.de
—

  Schankhalle Pfefferberg brewpub
www.schankhalle-pfefferberg.de 
(closed Mon.)

Berlin Power Plant, and Mitte 
Combined Heat & Power Plant 
Old and New Energy 
—
Köpenicker Straße 70 | 10179 Berlin
www.kraftwerkberlin.de 
—

  Bonanza Coffee Roasters   
www.bonanzacoffee.de  
(open till 6 p.m.)
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Fichtestraße Gasometer
Storehouse of History
—
Fichtestraße 6 | 10967 Berlin
www.berliner-unterwelten.de/en

INFORMATION

   

   Length  ca. 24 km

      Duration  day trip, ca. 5 hrs. (2.5 hrs. cycling time)

       Level of difficulty easy

    Starting/end point  Deutsches Technikmuseum

     Public transportation

U-Bahn U1, U3, U7 “Möckernbrücke” station or
U1, U2, U3 “Gleisdreieck” station
S-Bahn S1, S2, S25, S26 “Anhalter Bahnhof” station

Route mostly bike lanes, quiet side streets, and riverside 
paths. There are lengthier cycling sections without tour 
stops that traverse a diverse urban landscape.

Digital route planner  
(German only):
Komoot

Please send comments and suggestions for this bicycle 
route to: info@industriekultur.berlin

AEG Humboldthain Works 
Grand Factory Complex
—
Gustav-Meyer-Allee 25 | 13355 Berlin 
—

  Cantinerie | www.cantinerie.de
(Mon. – Fri. 8 a.m. – 4 p.m.)

Bicycle Route 1

1 km

AEG Tunnel
First Subway Tunnel in Germany 
—
Voltastraße 5 – 6 | 13355 Berlin
www.berliner-unterwelten.de/en/

AEG Appliance Factory
Origin of the Electrical Power and 
Engineering Industries
—
Ackerstraße 76 | 13355 Berlin

Scharnhorst Substation 
Observation Post for Streetlights
—
Sellerstraße 16 – 26 | 13353 Berlin

Museum for Communication 
Berlin 
The Transformation of Communication
—
Leipziger Str. 16 | 10117 Berlin
www.mfk-berlin.de/en/
—

  “Dallmayr” Museum Café  
www.mfk-berlin.de/en/ (closed Mon.)

ewerk in the Buchhändlerhof 
Substation 
Power Generation and Techno Culture
—
Wilhelmstr. 43 | 10117 Berlin
www.ewerk.net/en/ 

N

Birthplace of Siemens, 
Siemens Headquarters, 
and Siemens Building
Humble Origins
—
Birthplace of Siemens | Schöneberger Str. 33 
Siemens Headquarters | Askanischer Platz 3
Siemens Building | Schöneberger Str. 3
(all in 10963 Berlin)

GPX Track and additional 
information (German only): 
www.industriekultur.berlin

Anhalter Bahnhof Portico
“Womb of the Railroad” 
—
Askanischer Platz | 10963 Berlin

Deutsches Technikmuseum
Industrial Heritage at an Historic  
Rail Yard
—
Trebbiner Str. 9 | 10963 Berlin | www.sdtb.de/en 
—

  “Anhalt” Museum Restaurant 
www.museumscafes.de (closed Mon.)
—

  Tor 1 | www.toreins.de (closed Mon.)

                     (public transportation)

    BICYCLE ROUTE   
           “BRIGHT LIGHTS AND  
                     COLD BEER” 

    BICYCLE ROUTE   
           “BRIGHT LIGHTS AND  
                     COLD BEER” 
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1  Deutsches Technikmuseum | 1983 
Industrial Heritage at an Historic Rail Yard

Overgrown train tracks and platforms, two roundhouses, and a 
freight depot that once belonged to the Anhalter Bahnhof freight 
yard testify to the museum grounds’ important role in transpor-
tation history. Inside the Deutsches Technikmuseum (German 
Museum of Technology) a detailed model shows just how large 
the historic railway area was, stretching from the Anhalter  
Bahnhof station (see Anhalter Bahnhof Portico) to the Yorck 
bridges. Various permanent and special exhibitions provide 
insight into the variegated spectrum of old and new technology 
and its relationship to cultural history and everyday life. The 
museum grounds feature the ruins of railway buildings and an 
historic brewery. A path at the freight depot lit by LED lights 
demonstrates the advantages of innovative LED illumination.

2  Anhalter Bahnhof Portico | 1880 
“Womb of the Railroad” (Walter Benjamin)
The Anhalter Bahnhof station was a place of longing for Berliners. 
The first train bound for the Duchy of Anhalt departed from 
here, as did the “Riviera Express.” After the station was demol-
ished (1959–61), the only thing left of Franz Schwechten’s mon-
ument of urban railway architecture was the portico of the main 
building. Electric arc lamps by Siemens made the old entrance 
hall so bright that, as one contemporary witness raved, “you 
could read the tiniest print.” An important safety factor for rail-
roads is the ability to transmit information about the progress 
of trains and breakdowns. The telegraph technology developed 
by Siemens came right on cue. The telegraph line buried in the 
railroad embankment was one of Siemens’ very first orders. 

3  Birthplace of Siemens | 1847 
Siemens Headquarters | 1901 
Siemens Building | 1915 
Humble Origins

For Steve Jobs and Apple it was a garage. For Siemens it was 
a small workshop in a back courtyard. Here in the shadow of 
the Anhalter Bahnhof station, the “Siemens & Halske Telegraph 
Construction Company” began its transformation into the 
worldwide industrial concern known today as Siemens. The 
company established its headquarters here in 1901; now it’s the 
address of the Tagesspiegel newspaper. When the headquar-
ters was moved to the newly created Siemensstadt district in 
 Spandau, there was still a desire to retain a presence in the 
historic location, with its proximity to the government district. 
Thus a representative office was built here in 1915 (now the 
Mövenpick Hotel). 

4  ewerk in the Buchhändlerhof  
Substation | 1928
Power Generation and Techno Culture

Berlin’s second power plant (1885) was constantly expanded, 
and it quickly filled the limited space of the cramped court-
yard in which it was built. Later, new three-phase technology 
allowed electricity to be generated in a power station on the 
edge of the city and transmitted downtown with almost no 
loss of power. Substations were now necessary to transform 
that high voltage electricity into lower voltage and distribute 
it to a local network. Thus in 1928 the power plant became a 
substation, providing electricity to Potsdamer Platz and other 
locations. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, the oldest power 
generating facility in Germany was repurposed as E-Werk,  
a birthplace of the global techno movement. It now serves as 
an event venue under the name “ewerk.”

5  Museum for Communication Berlin | 1898
The Transformation of Communication

The Museum for Communication was originally founded in 
1872 as the world’s first postal museum. The historic building 
opened to the public in 1898. From the bullroarer and smoke 
signals to Morse code and the smartphone, the museum 
traces the fascinating development of communications media 
through the ages. It also shows how electricity revolutionized 
communication. One very special exhibit is the first telephone 
in the world, invented by Philipp Reis. And the museum is 
interactive. You can send a letter through a pneumatic tube 
system, try out a green screen studio in the FREIRAUM Future 
Lab, or speak to friendly robots in the atrium.   

6  Scharnhorst Substation | 1927
Observation Post for Streetlights 

This substation has a special feature: a glass observation post 
25 meters high for supervising the city’s streetlights. Down 
to the 1940s, an employee would decide the right time every 
evening for the lights to be turned on. Hans Heinrich Müller, 
chief architect for the Berlin electric company Bewag, devel-
oped a modern style of architecture that venerated electricity 
almost as if it were holy. His “cathedrals of electricity” symbol-
ize the great importance substations had for the quickly grow-
ing city and its rapid industrial development. The “Vattenfall 
Building,” named for the power company’s current incarnation, 
now houses its central administration and customer service 
department.  

7a  AEG Appliance Factory | 1890
Origin of the Electrical Power and Engineering Industries

The electrical engineering company founded by Emil Rathenau, 
Allgemeine Elektricitäts Gesellschaft (AEG), became a world 
leader in the industry. Its magnificent factory buildings still 
attest to its former glory. Trend-setting appliances and electrical 
parts were produced here. The facade along Ackerstraße, de-
signed by Franz Schwechten (who also designed buildings for 
Kaiser Wilhelm II), features the floral ornamentation typical of 
historicist architecture and also a rising sun, symbolizing the 
great expectations for electric power. The factory was soon too 
small to meet the company’s needs. Thus in 1894 AEG bought a 
portion of the neighboring stockyard. The former AEG appli-
ance factory now houses the Technical University of Berlin’s 
Institute of Food Technology.

7b  AEG Tunnel | 1897
First Subway Tunnel in Germany
A 295-meter tunnel connected the AEG appliance factory with 
the AEG Humboldthain Works. Electric trains transported both 
materials and workers between the two locations. The con-
struction was surely useful, but it also served to demonstrate 
that a subway system like the London Underground could be 
built in Berlin. During World War I the tunnel was used for 
munitions production. During World War II it was an air raid 
shelter for the company’s employees. “Berliner Unterwelten” 
offers tours of the tunnel, highlighting the exciting history of 
the AEG complex and its underground innovation.

7c  AEG Humboldthain Works | 1894–1941
Grand Factory Complex
Motors, machines, railroad materials, and electrical appli-
ances – the range of products made at the new AEG location 
was enormous. Although constructed only a few years apart, 
there is an unmistakable aesthetic difference between the AEG 
appliance factory and the New Objectivity architecture of the 
buildings created by world-renowned industrial designer and 
architect Peter Behrens. The monumental assembly hall for 
large machines is especially impressive. Behrens designed  
just about everything for AEG, including electric tea kettles, 
office lamps, even the letterhead – all in a uniform style. He is 
considered the father of corporate design. In 1984 the works 
was closed and numerous buildings demolished. Those left in - 
tact now have landmark status; among other things, the Berlin 
Innovation and Start-Up Center is located there. The historic 
main entrance is around the corner, at 107a Brunnenstraße. 
The so-called “Beamtentor” (Clerks’ Gate), designed by Franz 
Schwechten, features a cogwheel as a symbol of industry.

8  Humboldt Substation | 1927
Inspired by the Marienburg
Bewag architect Hans Heinrich Müller loved the Marien- 
burg, a Teutonic castle and the largest Gothic brick con-
struction in Europe, located in what is now the Polish city 
of  Malbork. The aesthetic inspiration Müller took from the 
Marienburg and the way he incorporated variations of its 
structural details can be seen in nearly all of his buildings.  
But nowhere as clearly as in the entrance at 73 Sonnen- 
burger Straße. The building is currently being renovated for  
use as office space.

9  Groterjan Brewery | 1897 
Groterjan Villa | 1907
Malt Beer and Art Nouveau

The malt beer specialties patented by Christoph Groterjan 
were the main attraction of this small brewery at 4 Mila- 
s traße. A typical Berlin banquet hall with a nine-pin bowling 
alley and a beer garden with room for 1,500 guests were 
meant to boost beer consumption and thus profits. Right  
down the street, at 1 Milastraße, the brewmaster built an  
ornate villa as his private home and business headquarters.  
But by 1908 both the brewery and the restaurant had gone 
bankrupt. A chocolate and sugar factory moved into the 
production hall. The banquet hall first accommodated the 
“ Mila-Lichtspiele” movie theater and then, until 1990, a re-
hearsal stage for the Volksbühne on Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz. 
The space is now occupied by a furniture store, and the villa  
is home to a restaurant.

10  Schönhauser Allee Elevated Railway | 1913
From Municipal Umbrella to Viaduct
It’s strange to think of the subway running over a viaduct.  
To avoid the technical difficulties involved in digging a tunnel 
under the Spree and the neighborhood of Prenzlauer Berg,  
the Berlin government opted for a cheaper alternative: an 
elevated railway. The elegant construction by U-Bahn architect 
Alfred Grenander was given the nickname “municipal um-
brella,” as the city seemed to have set up a kind of umbrella 
under which residents could take a stroll in the rain without 
getting wet. When it was built, the viaduct was opposed by 
property owners concerned their buildings would shake, shop 
owners worried about falling profits, residents dreading the 
noise, and passengers shocked by the proposed ticket prices. 
Today it is designated as an historic landmark. 

11  KulturBrauerei (former Schultheiss  
brewery) | 1878
Icon of the Beer Metropolis
Brewhouse, warehouse, cooper’s workshop, horse stable, restau-
rant – these labels are still to be found on the various buildings 
of the modern production facility designed by Franz Schwechten, 
which around 1900 was the largest brewery in Europe. Manual 
laborers and office employees alike profited from the progressive 
social mindset of the successful owner, who set up workshops for 
disabled people, childcare facilities, and bath areas. The brewery 
was nationalized after the creation of the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR), and beer continued to be brewed there until 1967. 
Today the historic complex is animated by creative industries and 
a wide range of cultural offerings, including concerts, a movie 
theater, and a museum devoted to everyday life in the GDR. The 
Tourist Information Center, located in the former brewhouse, can 
tell you what’s going on in the KulturBrauerei, or “culture brewery.” 
It also offers tours.

12  Pfefferberg Brewery | 1844
Bavarian Beer in Prussia
This brewery was built right outside the city gate by Bavarian brew - 
master Joseph Pfeffer, a pioneer of industrial beer production  
who brought the recipe for bottom-fermented lager beer to Berlin. 
The beer garden operated continuously down to World War I. 
Schultheiss acquired the brewery in 1919, and beer production 
ceased in 1921. The production facility was later home to a choco-
late factory, a wholesale bakery, and, after World War II, the pub - 
lisher Neues Deutschland. Today it is a center of art and culture and 
boasts various accommodation and nightlife options. A new brew-
pub is once again serving up beer brewed on the premises. The 
buildings of the former Königsstadt (1850) and Bötzow (1876) brew-
eries are located just around the corner on Saarbrücker Straße. 

13  Berlin Power Plant | 1964  
Mitte Combined Heat and Power Plant | 1997
Old and New Energy 
The large complex, built at roughly the same time as the Berlin 
Wall, was the central power plant for East Berlin. It remained in 
operation until 1997. In 2006 the legendary techno club Tresor, 
which had previously been located in the vault (German Tresor) of 
a defunct department store, moved into the southern tract of the 
former power plant. Since 2010 Kraftwerk Berlin has been using 
the 100-meter-long turbine hall for exhibitions and events. The new 
Mitte Combined Heat and Power Plant is a modern combined- 
cycle power plant. It produces both electricity and district heating 
at the same time. Thanks to its historic location, the power plant 
is remarkably close to residential buildings.

14  Fichtestraße Gasometer | 1884
Storehouse of History
Illuminating gas for Berlin’s streetlights was stored here. The 
city’s last remaining brick gasometer was once one of four 
such structures. The changeover to electric streetlights in 1937 
made the gasometer superfluous. In late 1940 it was converted 
into an air raid shelter. The old brick structure served as a mere 
casing for the shelter’s massive walls. Mothers working for 
the war effort could take cover here with their children. After 
the war the gasometer offered windowless bunks to refugees 
passing through the city (down to the 1950s), after which it 
served as a nursing home and a homeless shelter. After the 
blockade of West Berlin (1948/49) it was used as a warehouse 
for the Senate Reserve. The gasometer was once again repur-
posed at the end of the Cold War; this time apartments were 
built on its roof. “Berliner Unterwelten” explains the rich history 
of the location on tours through the so-called “Fichte-Bunker.” 

15  Höfe am Südstern | 1908 
Kreuzberg Mix
Block after block of apartment buildings was built to accom-
modate the people who streamed into Berlin. Bricks were 
shipped over Brandenburg’s waterways to the city. By 1900 a 
distinctive blend of residential and commercial space resulted 
that was given the name Kreuzberger Mischung, or Kreuzberg 
Mix. Facing the street were buildings with high-end rental 
apartments featuring maids’ rooms and separate staircases 
for servants. The back courtyards (German Höfe), however, 
provided space for various craftsmen to ply their trade. One 
of the side buildings here even still includes the old horse 
stable which was a mainstay of 19th- and early-20th-century 
apartment buildings. Cowsheds were also standard, to keep 
the inhabitants supplied with fresh milk, as were dark, cheap 
apartments for workers, but neither was included here at 
the Höfe am Südstern. Today the back courtyards have been 
repurposed as prestigious locations for businesses of all kinds.

IMAGE CREDITS
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“BRIGHT LIGHTS AND COLD BEER”
 BICYCLE ROUTE

the electrification of machines, illumination,  transportation, 
and communications media changed the working and  every - 
day lives of the city’s inhabitants – they were literally “elec-
trified.” Workers from Pomerania and Silesia sought their 
fortunes in the bustling metropolis. Berlin rapidly developed 
into an “electropolis.”

Digital route planner 
(German only): 
Komoot

BERLIN’S INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE 
BY BICYCLE
A chance to discover Berlin’s history from a new perspective –  
that’s what the five bicycle routes designed by the Berlin 
Center for Industrial Heritage offer. The “Bright Lights and 
Cold Beer” route gets things rolling. Other routes will then 
follow, taking you through the vestiges and monuments of 
industry that characterize the cityscape. From the beginnings 
of the Industrial Revolution in Prussia to the decline of the 

“electropolis” after the Second World War, the evolution of 
technology and industry put its stamp on Berlin more than 
on any other European capital. Old factory buildings, substa-
tions, and industrial sites – many of them repurposed – are an 
essential component of Berlin’s unique flair. 

BERLIN ROUTE OF INDUSTRIAL 
HERITAGE
Around 1900 Berlin was considered the most modern metrop-
olis in continental Europe. Urban planners from all over the 
world traveled to the “Chicago on the Spree” for inspiration. 
For example, they wanted to know how infrastructure and 
transportation systems for a rapidly growing city had to be 
 designed in order to keep pace with rising demand. The sites, 
neighborhoods, and related locations of interest on the  
Berlin Route of Industrial Heritage are landmarks of the city’s 
exciting technological, economic, and social history. Visit them 
and rediscover the metropolis! Some locations are open to 
visitors on a daily basis. Others can only be visited as part  
of a previously arranged tour. 
www.industriekultur.berlin/en/

11

Bicycle Route 1

GPX Track and additional 
information (German only): 
www.industriekultur.berlin

4

Hard work makes you thirsty! No wonder the Industrial 
Revolution witnessed the construction of many breweries 
alongside new factories and working-class neighborhoods, 
thus quenching the thirst of the rising capital of Berlin. The 
new bottom-fermented brewing process, imported from 
Bavaria, was perfectly suited to industrial production. And the 
hilly topography of Prenzlauer Berg (Berg being German for 
“hill”) facilitated the construction of large cellars necessary for 
cold storage. There were more than a dozen breweries here 
around 1900. 

With the rise of the electrical power and engineering indus-
tries around 1880, Berlin made the jump from large city to 
metropolis. Small workshops like Siemens & Haske, initially 
located in back courtyards, grew into multinational corpo-
rations. Berlin was not only a center of production. It was a 
testing ground for modern life. New technology changed the  
DNA of the city. Underground electric cables were laid next to 
water and gas lines, thus providing the metropolis with power.

This network only surfaced at its central distribution points: 
electrical substations. These imposing structures of bur-
geoning industry changed the face of the city. Initially built  
in the historicist mode popular in Imperial Germany, they  
later favored the style of the New Objectivity.  In addition,  
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